Introduction
Hidden Markov Modeling is a widely used technique in a continuous or large vocabulary speech recognition system. Conventionally used Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are organized as transitions of states where probability distribution functions (pdfs) are static. A dynamic property of the HMMs is achieved by switch -ing the static states in a Markov chain. This assump -tion of the static probability within each state seems to be a rough approximation to real probabilistic property. We propose here a new method to establish much more fine structures to model the dynamic probability within each state of the HMMs.
2. Concept of mixture density HMMs with two-level transition So far proposed is a continuous HMM with dynamic probability at each state for a one-mixture density type.1) In the HMM, the mean vector of a Gaussian distribution function was trained to move linearly at each state as a function of time, keeping the variance same. Our approach is different in that dynamic prob -ability is dealt with in a multi-mixture density HMM (MMD-HMM).
In the multi-mixture density HMM, the output prob -ability is computed by summing the probabilities from each component-density weighted by the mixing pa -rameters. It is formalized as follows:
where bi(xt) is the output probability of speech data xt from the state i at time t. The variables Cik and fik(xt) are the mixing parameter and the probability of the speech data xt from the component-density k at the state i respectively. In our HMM training algorithm, only the mixing parameter cik is extended to cilk to change dynamically depending on the component -density l from which one previous speech data xt-1 is most likely emitted at the state i. The mean vectors and variances of the component-densities are kept same.
The extended mixing parameter cilx has two mean -ings. The first is that the output probability bi(xt) is no longer static. It can change dynamically depending on the previous speech data xt-1. The second is that Cilk is the transition between component-densities l and where ast-1st, cstyt and fstyt (x) are the state transition probability, the mixing parameter and the componentdensity respectively. Both the mixing parameter and the component-density are assumed not to depend on the previous state st-1 here. The above mentioned constraint 1 in the MMD-HMM formalization can be relaxed as follows in the formalization of the TLT-HMM.
The cpdf t does not depend on the past speech data 
Then the Q-function in the EM algorithm is expressed as follows:
In the above expression, the first, the second and the fifth terms are the same as those of the MMD-HMM. The third term is the same as the mixing parameters of the MMD-HMM at time 1. The fourth term is transformed to the following expression.
By maximizing the above expression, the componentdensity transition probability cilk is obtained as follows: 
Concluding remarks
In this letter, we formalized the mixture density HMM with two-level transition, where the mixing parameters change dynamically within each state depending on the previous speech data.
If this TLT-HMM is applied to a tied mixture HMM or a discrete HMM, it will lead to the concept of the VQ bigram constrained HMM which can also achieve dynamic probability at each state.2)
